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A mermaid tale from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling "How to Catch" series! Many claim to have caught
a mermaid, but can YOU? How do you catch a mermaid? You must be very clever. With mirrors, crowns, and pearls
galore, this quest can't last forever! Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Unicorn How to Catch a Dinosaur
How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster
Today’s successful cinematographer must be equal parts artist, technician, and business-person. The cinematographer
needs to master the arts of lighting, composition, framing and other aesthetic considerations, as well as the technology of
digital cameras, recorders, and workflows, and must know how to choose the right tools (within their budget) to get the
job done. David Stump’s Digital Cinematography focuses on the tools and technology of the trade, looking at how digital
cameras work, the ramifications of choosing one camera versus another, and how those choices help creative
cinematographers to tell a story. This book empowers the reader to correctly choose the appropriate camera and
workflow for their project from today’s incredibly varied options, as well as understand the ins and outs of implementing
those options. Veteran ASC cinematographer David Stump has updated this edition with the latest technology for
cameras, lenses, and recorders, as well as included a new section on future cinematographic trends. Ideal for advanced
cinematography students as well as working professionals looking for a resource to stay on top of the latest trends, this
book is a must read.
"Faster Smarter Digital Photography" shows you how to produce high-quality digital stills -- faster, smarter, and easier!
You get practical, concise guidance for selecting the right digital camera for your needs; composing better shots; editing
and manipulating your photos; using the digital media capabilities in the Microsoft "RM" Windows "RM" XP operating
system; and preparing images for print or online delivery. "Faster Smarter Digital Photography" delivers accurate, how-to
information that's easy to absorb and apply. The language is friendly and down-to-earth, with no jargon or silly chatter.
Use the concise explanations, easy numbered steps, and visual examples that help you get great-looking results for
home or office.
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for web browsing, email, and working with
web-based programs. But chances are you don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with
this Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and use it for everything from
spreadsheets for work to hobbies like gaming and photo sharing. Netbooks: The Missing Manual provides easy-to-follow
instructions and lots of advice to help you: Learn the basics for using a Windows- or Linux-based netbook Connect
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speakers, printers, keyboards, external hard drives, and other hardware Get online using a wireless network, a public
network, broadband cards, or dial-up Write email, browse the Web, transfer bookmarks, and add tools to your web
browser Use business tools like Google Docs and Office for Netbooks Collaborate with others online via instant
messaging Edit and share photos, play games, listen to music, and watch TV and movies online You'll also learn about
web-based backup and storage, staying secure online -- especially when using wireless networks -- and tips for
troubleshooting. Netbooks point to the future of computing, and Netbooks: The Missing Manual will show you how to get
there.
This engaging and clearly written textbook/reference provides a must-have introduction to the rapidly emerging
interdisciplinary field of data science. It focuses on the principles fundamental to becoming a good data scientist and the
key skills needed to build systems for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data. The Data Science Design Manual is a
source of practical insights that highlights what really matters in analyzing data, and provides an intuitive understanding
of how these core concepts can be used. The book does not emphasize any particular programming language or suite of
data-analysis tools, focusing instead on high-level discussion of important design principles. This easy-to-read text ideally
serves the needs of undergraduate and early graduate students embarking on an “Introduction to Data Science” course.
It reveals how this discipline sits at the intersection of statistics, computer science, and machine learning, with a distinct
heft and character of its own. Practitioners in these and related fields will find this book perfect for self-study as well.
Additional learning tools: Contains “War Stories,” offering perspectives on how data science applies in the real world
Includes “Homework Problems,” providing a wide range of exercises and projects for self-study Provides a complete set
of lecture slides and online video lectures at www.data-manual.com Provides “Take-Home Lessons,” emphasizing the
big-picture concepts to learn from each chapter Recommends exciting “Kaggle Challenges” from the online platform
Kaggle Highlights “False Starts,” revealing the subtle reasons why certain approaches fail Offers examples taken from
the data science television show “The Quant Shop” (www.quant-shop.com)
The #1 New York Times bestseller! Try to catch one of the world's most elusive mythical creatures—the unicorn! Filled with zany
traps and lots of rainbow unicorn fun, this is the unicorn book of the year! Can you catch the unicorn? You'll have to use your brain,
So set your traps and prep your team To pet that rainbow mane! Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Mermaid How to
Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Computing Methodologies -- Text Processing.
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A hilarious book about learning to share from the much-loved, award-winning author and illustrator Aaron Blabey.
The Amazon Echo Show is the jewel in the Echo crown! And this is the complete, up to date Echo Show user guide from Tech Ace
CJ Andersen that will show you how to use this new device like a pro.This guide covers every aspect of the Echo Show and its AI
software Alexa including: -Echo Show Setup -Alexa App Basics-Watching Amazon Video -Watching Movie Trailers -Controlling
Fire TV -Controlling Dish TV -Listening to Music-Listening to Audio Books-Shopping Lists & To-do Lists-Reminders, Alarms &
Timers -Alexa Skills -Smart Home Devices-Asking Questions -Check and Manage Your Calendar -Find Local Businesses and
Restaurants-Find Traffic Information -Weather Information -Go to the Movies -Hear the News -Sports-Shop Amazon-Calls and
Messaging -And all other Echo Show Settings
Hearing Aid Compatibility Standards (US Federal Communications Commission Regulation) (FCC) (2018 Edition) The Law Library presents
the complete text of the Hearing Aid Compatibility Standards (US Federal Communications Commission Regulation) (FCC) (2018 Edition).
Updated as of May 29, 2018 The Commission amends its hearing aid compatibility (HAC) rules to enhance equal access to the national
telecommunications network by people with hearing loss and implement the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility
Act. The changes incorporate by reference a revised technical standard for volume control for wireline telephones, expand the scope of the
wireline HAC rules, add a volume control requirement for wireless handsets, and eliminate an outdated wireless technical standard. This book
contains: - The complete text of the Hearing Aid Compatibility Standards (US Federal Communications Commission Regulation) (FCC) (2018
Edition) - A table of contents with the page number of each section
New series of board book packs for babies and toddlersEach pack contains nine chunky, mini board books, which little hands will love to
holdEssential first concepts, familiar events in baby's day and some of Priddy's keynote characters are introduced in a colourful and
accessible way to inspire and capture children's interestIdeal gift purchases
YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP! Here is a hilarious collection that catches real-life knuckleheads in outrageous acts of brazen stupidity,
giving new meaning to that famous four-letter word: "DUH"! * The Oregon resident who was waxing his 1984 Pontiac--and somehow
managed to shove the antenna up his nose . . . GRANDMOTHER OF EIGHT MAKES HOLE IN ONE * The Atlanta Braves pitcher who was
treated for five-inch-long welts after he tried to iron his polo shirt while wearing it . . . MINERS REFUSE TO WORK AFTER DEATH * The
inmate at a Chesapeake Correctional Facility who filed a five million dollar lawsuit against himself . . . DRUNK GETS NINE MONTHS IN
VIOLIN CASE * The woman who couldn't stand the discomfort of having a callus on her right foot, so she blew off her big toe with a shotgun .
. . Radio personality John "Kato" Machay's lively compilation of news stories, headlines, and courtroom gaffes proves hands down that truth is
dumber than fiction! REMEMBER: To err may be human, but to laugh out loud is divine.
Essential Clinical Information Drawn From Harrison’s Harrison’s Manual of Medicine is a concise, bedside resource derived from content
found in Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine, Nineteenth Edition. Perfect for use at the point of care, the Manual presents clinical
information covering key aspects of the diagnosis, clinical manifestations, and treatment of the major diseases that are likely to be
encountered in medical practice. Presented in full color and incorporating an efficient blend of succinct text, bullet points, algorithms, and
tables Harrison’s Manual of Medicine, Nineteenth Edition covers every area of clinical medicine, including: · Etiology and Epidemiology ·
Clinically Relevant Pathophysiology · Signs and Symptoms · Differential Diagnosis · Physical and Laboratory Findings · Therapeutics ·
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Practice Guidelines
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.

The Chromebook Classroom gives you a fast, clear road map for turning a new fleet of Chromebooks into rich learning tools for a
single classroom or an entire district! The Chromebook Classroom is the perfect companion for educators just getting started with
Chromebooks - or looking for new ways to boost their students' learning through technology.
Congratulations on purchasing the ODROID-C2! It is one of the most powerful low-cost 64-bit Single Board Computers available,
as well as being an extremely versatile device. Featuring a fast, quad-core AmLogic processor, advanced Mali GPU, and Gigabit
Ethernet, it can function as a home theater set-top box, a general purpose computer for web browsing, gaming and socializing, a
compact tool for college or office work, a prototyping device for hardware tinkering, a controller for home automation, a workstation
for software development, and much more. Some of the modern operating systems that run on the ODROID-C2 are Ubuntu,
Android, and ARCH Linux, with thousands of free open-source software packages available. The ODROID-C2 is an ARM device,
which is the most widely used architecture for mobile devices and embedded computing. The ARM processor’s small size,
reduced complexity and low power consumption makes it very suitable for miniaturized devices such as wearables and embedded
controllers.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Demonstrates Microsoft Excel 2002's updated features while reviewing such Excel basics as calculating formulas and functions,
analyzing data, customizing worksheets, and sharing data.
A good device for mid rangers- the Samsung Galaxy A51. Everyone can now experience the delight of using a Samsung Phone
that has almost all the features of the flagships at a lower cost. The Samsung A51 makes that possible. Boasting of features such
as: Camera: 49MP + 12MP + 5MP + 5MP Rear and 32 MP Front Camera Storage: 128GB RAM: 4/ 6/ 8 GB Battery: 4000 mAh
You are sure to get a good value for your money. However, mastering the Samsung Galaxy A51 doesn't come with just random
usage. The features are great and enormous to be explored. For this reason, the author of this masterpiece, Jerry K. Bowman
seeks to help new users and seniors become pro users of their devices. The author explains key terms in easy to understand
language and with illustrations. By using a step-by-step approach, you are sure to benefit greatly from just a single read. Learn
how to: Set up your new device Use Samsung A51 features Troubleshoot common Samsung A51 problems And many others
inside this user guide.
The fun and easy way to repair anything and everything around the house For anyone who's ever been frustrated by repair shop rip-offs, this
guide shows how to troubleshoot and fix a wide range of household appliances-lamps, vacuum cleaners, washers, dryers, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, blenders, radios, televisions, and even computers. Packed with step-by-step illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions,
it's a must-have money-saver for the half of all homeowners who undertake do-it-yourself projects.
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This book reviews my recent studies conducted on computer networks with a systematic approach. The research discussions include studies
of field of view, introduction to technology, spin-off network, development and evaluation of technology, network topology, and wireless
networks. The purpose of this book is to draw a concrete perspective of applicable designs in networking industry and alternative
approaches. Hence principles and techniques of applied designs of a home network and an organization including necessary network
designs, programming languages, transmission medium, and essential hardware and software are debated.
Provides information on using a PC, covering such topics as hardware, networking, burning CDs and DVDs, using the Internet, and
upgrading and replacing parts.
Tswana for beginners is a functional grammar explaining the meaning, structure and use of the various word categories. Well-formulated
objectives and self-assessment questions enable students to study independently. Tswana for beginners was compiled to serve as a
progression from Practical Tswana vocabulary and phrases (published by Via Afrika) and is integrated with the data contained in the trilingual
dictionary Dikiinare ya Setswana-English-Afrikaans Dictionary/Woordeboek (Via Afrika). This grammar for beginners can therefore serve as
an introduction to a more comprehensive knowledge of the Tswana language and culture.
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